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2018 Bram Stoker Awards® Final Ballot
By HWAWeb | March 2019

The presentation of the Bram Stoker Awards® will occur during the fourth annual StokerCon™, to be held at
the Amway Grand Plaza Hotel in Grand Rapids, Michigan. The gala presentation will happen on Saturday
night, May 11. Tickets to the banquet and the convention are on sale to the public at
http://stokercon2019.org/. The awards presentation will also be live-streamed online via the Web site.
We proudly provide the list of talented nominees who reached the final ballot below for each category.

Superior Achievement in a Novel
Katsu, Alma – The Hunger (G.P. Putnam’s Sons)
Maberry, Jonathan – Glimpse (St. Martin’s Press)
Malerman, Josh – Unbury Carol (Del Rey)
Stoker, Dacre and Barker, J.D. – Dracul (G.P. Putnam’s Sons)
Tremblay, Paul – The Cabin at the End of the World (William Morrow)

Superior Achievement in a First Novel
Fine, Julia – What Should Be Wild (Harper)
Grau, T.E. – I Am the River (Lethe Press)
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Kiste, Gwendolyn – The Rust Maidens (Trepidatio Publishing)
Stage, Zoje – Baby Teeth (St. Martin’s Press)
Tremblay, Tony – The Moore House (Twisted Publishing)

Superior Achievement in a Young Adult Novel
Ireland, Justina – Dread Nation (Balzer + Bray)
Legrand, Claire – Sawkill Girls (Katherine Tegen Books)
Maberry, Jonathan – Broken Lands (Simon & Schuster)
Snyman, Monique – The Night Weaver (Gigi Publishing)
White, Kiersten – The Dark Descent of Elizabeth Frankenstein (Delacorte Press)

Superior Achievement in a Graphic Novel
Ahmed, Saladin – Abbott (BOOM! Studios)
Azzarello, Brian – Moonshine Vol. 2: Misery Train (Image Comics)
Bunn, Cullen – Bone Parish (BOOM! Studios)
LaValle, Victor – Victor LaValle’s Destroyer (BOOM! Studios)
Liu, Marjorie – Monstress Volume 3: Haven (Image Comics)

Superior Achievement in Long Fiction
Bailey, Michael – Our Children, Our Teachers (Written Backwards)
Hill, Joe – You Are Released (Flight or Fright: 17 Turbulent Tales) (Scribner)
Malik, Usman T. – Dead Lovers on Each Blade, Hung (Nightmare Magazine Issue #74)
Mason, Rena – The Devil’s Throat (Hellhole: An Anthology of Subterranean Terror) (Adrenaline Press)
Smith, Angela Yuriko – Bitter Suites (CreateSpace)

Superior Achievement in Short Fiction
Landry, Jess – “Mutter” (Fantastic Tales of Terror) (Crystal Lake Publishing)
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Murray, Lee – “Dead End Town” (Cthulhu Deep Down Under Volume 2) (IFWG Publishing International)
Neugebauer, Annie – “Glove Box” (The Dark City Crime & Mystery Magazine Volume 3, Issue 4-July 2018)
Taff, John F.D. – “A Winter’s Tale” (Little Black Spots) (Grey Matter Press)
Ward, Kyla Lee – “And in Her Eyes the City Drowned” (Weirdbook #39) (Wildside Press)

Superior Achievement in a Fiction Collection
Files, Gemma – Spectral Evidence (Trepidatio Publishing)
Guignard, Eric J. – That Which Grows Wild (Cemetery Dance Publications)
Iglesias, Gabino – Coyote Songs (Broken River Books)
Snyder, Lucy A. – Garden of Eldritch Delights (Raw Dog Screaming Press)
Waggoner, Tim – Dark and Distant Voices: A Story Collection (Nightscape Press)

Superior Achievement in a Screenplay
Aster, Ari – Hereditary (PalmStar Media)
Averill, Meredith – The Haunting of Hill House: The Bent-Neck Lady, Episode 01:05 (Amblin Television,
FlanaganFilm, Paramount Television)
Garland, Alex – Annihilation (DNA Films, Paramount Pictures, Scott Rudin Productions, Skydance Media)
Heisserer, Eric – Bird Box (Bluegrass Films, Chris Morgan Productions, Universal Pictures)
Woods, Bryan, Beck, Scott, and Krasinski, John – A Quiet Place (Platinum Dunes, Sunday Night)

Superior Achievement in an Anthology
Chambers, James, Grey, April, and Masterson, Robert – A New York State of Fright: Horror Stories from the
Empire State (Hippocampus Press)
Datlow, Ellen – The Devil and the Deep: Horror Stories of the Sea (Night Shade Books)
Guignard, Eric J. – A World of Horror (Dark Moon Books)
Murray, Lee – Hellhole: An Anthology of Subterranean Terror (Adrenaline Press)
Ward, D. Alexander – Lost Highways: Dark Fictions from the Road (Crystal Lake Publishing)
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HWA’s Lifetime Achievement Award Winner 2019
By HWAWeb | March 2019
This year the HWA announced Graham Masterton as
Lifetime Achievement Award winner. He will receive the
award at StokerCon™ 2019, held at the Amway Grand
Plaza Hotel in Grand Rapids, Michigan. Masterton has
provided many years of dedicated commitment to the
horror community and the writing and publishing industry.

“Members on the selection committee have fond memories of Masterton’s books,” reported HWA President
Lisa Morton. “Graham Masterton has influenced many horror writers. We are truly thrilled to bestow this
award on him.” HWA offers the Lifetime Achievement Award once a year and employs a hard-working
committee for the selection process. Recipients are chosen based on stringent criteria. The rules require a
unanimous vote from all committee members.
Graham Masterton is widely recognized for his horror novels, but he has also been a prolific writer of
thrillers, disaster novels, and historical epics, as well as one of the world’s most influential series of sex
instruction books. He became a newspaper reporter at the age of 17 and was appointed editor of Penthouse
magazine at only 24. His first horror novel, The Manitou, was filmed with Tony Curtis playing the lead, and
three of his short horror stories were filmed by Tony Scott for THE HUNGER TV series. More recently,
Graham turned his hand to crime novels with White Bones, set in Ireland, swiftly becoming a bestseller. This
has been followed by five more best-selling crime novels featuring Detective Superintendent Katie Maguire.
He has also published a grisly 18th-century crime novel, Scarlet Widow. Graham’s horror novels were
introduced to Poland in 1989 by his late wife Wiescka, and he is now one of that country’s most celebrated
award-winning authors. A new horror novel, Ghost Virus, will be published in French in 2019. He has
established an award for short stories written by inmates in Polish prisons (Nagroda Grahama Mastertona
“W Więzieniu Pisane”). He is currently working on new horror and crime novels and resides in Surrey,
England.
Upon learning of this award, Masterton said, “At the age of 10, I discovered how to give my friends a tingle
of fear by writing a short story about a man who was decapitated but walked around singing ‘Tiptoe Through
the Tulips’ out of his severed neck. That’s how my career in horror began. I am gratified that all these years
later my tingling has been recognized by the HWA.”
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The Scholarship From Hell
By HWAWeb | March 2019
The Scholarship From Hell is the only scholarship offered
by HWA that puts the recipient right into the intensive,
hands-on workshop environment of Horror University.
Horror University takes place during HWA’s annual
StokerCon™. The winner of the Scholarship From Hell will
receive domestic coach airfare (contiguous 48 states) to
and from the StokerCon venue, a four-night stay at the
convention, free registration to StokerCon, and as many
workshops as you’d like to attend! Be sure to follow us on
Facebook or Twitter so you don’t miss out!

The Scholarship From Hell will re-open to applications on March 1, 2019, and will close on March 15.
Instructors in 2017 included:
– Gretchen McNeil: Character-Driven Plotting and the 3-Act Horror Novel
– Jonathan Maberry: Act Like a Writer
– Linda Addison: Scary Forms: The World of Structured Poetry for All Writers
– Nicole Cushing: How to Give a Great interview
– Joe Nassise: Story Engines
– John Skipp: How to Write Like a Scenarist (And Adapting to Stage, Screen, and Comics)
– Josh Finney / Kat Rocha: Writing for Comics and Graphic Novels
– James Chambers: Picturing Fear: Writing Horror Comics and Graphic Novels
– Tim Waggoner: The Ultimate Guide to Writing Horror
– Ace Antonio Hall: Lord of the Flies: Fitness for Writers
– Patrick Freivald: Saying More with Less
– Sèphera Girón: Tarot Cards and Writing 101
– Hank Schwaeble: Saying More With Less
– Jason V. Brock: Take Your Writing to Another Level
– Johnny Worthen: Mistakes Were Made
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– Michael Arnzen: Making Readers Squirm
– Tom Leveen: How to Write Awesome Dialog
– Kate Jonez: Editing Intensive
For a complete list of the workshops and instructors, please visit the StokerCon 2019 Web site.
The Scholarship From Hell has been established by the authority of the HWA Board.

Rules for The Scholarship From Hell
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

8.

9.

Membership in HWA or StokerCon is not necessary in order to apply.
The application period each year shall be determined by the Scholarship Committee.
Scholarships will be awarded as the result of the vetting process described below.
The chairs of the yearly StokerCon will act as the committee that selects the winner of The
Scholarship From Hell.
The committee has the discretion not to announce a winner if it feels no applicant has met the
required standard. The committee may not allocate joint winners of the Scholarship. They may
not give The Scholarship From Hell to anyone who has won another HWA-funded scholarship in
any year.
The winner will be announced on or about April 1, 2019.
Applicants must fill in and submit the application form designed for that purpose. The
application form must be published at http://www.horror.org but may also be available wherever
the HWA sees fit.
The application form must include a section for the applicant to supply an essay of no more than
250 words in which they describe the educational opportunities they hope the scholarship will
provide for them. This essay should include what they hope to gain from attending StokerCon,
what workshops they will find most useful, and how they hope the award will advance their
writing career.
The committee should rely primarily on the applicant’s essay when making their selection, but
may also consider the following:

– The quality and potential shown in the applicant’s written work to date.
– The likelihood that the applicant’s career would benefit from further writing education.
– The likelihood that the applicant is committed to the horror genre.
– The likelihood that the applicant will contribute to the development of the genre, including
increasing and/or broadening our readership.
– The financial need of the applicant.
10. The winner will work with HWA’s administrator to make all arrangements. The winner may
either request reimbursement if they choose to make their own arrangements, or may ask the
administrator to make all arrangements on their behalf.
11. The Scholarship From Hell must be used in the same year it is awarded.
12. The Scholarship From Hell will be made available annually but the HWA Board has the right to
suspend the scholarship program in any given year for the sole reason of limited finances, or to
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abolish the scholarship altogether. Notice of such suspension or abolition must be given no later
than 31 October each year.
13. Scholarship recipients agree to provide bios and photographs to HWA for use in promoting the
scholarships, and recipients will also agree to reasonable requests for interviews regarding the
educational experiences provided by the scholarship.
The Scholarship From Hell is made possible by monies received by HWA from the Authors Coalition.
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HWA Announces 2019 Summer Scares Reading
List
By HWAWeb | March 2019
The HWA announces the first annual Summer Scares Reading List. In celebration of National Library Lover’s
Day, the HWA joins with United for Libraries, Book Riot, and Library Journal/School Library Journal for this
event. The reading list includes titles selected by a panel of authors and librarians, and it is designed to
promote horror as a superb reading option for all ages.
The Summer Scares program seeks to introduce horror titles to school and public librarians and to open a
dialogue between libraries and readers about the horror genre. A goal of the program is to facilitate the
promotion of horror beyond the books on each year’s reading list and encourage reading for years to come.
Along with the annual list of recommended titles for readers of all ages, the Summer Scares committee will
release themed lists of “read-alike” titles for libraries to use when suggesting books to readers. Helping
libraries forge stronger connections between books and readers, the Summer Scares committee will work
with the recommended authors and writers nationwide, providing free programming to libraries. From
author visits (in person and virtual) to book discussions to horror-themed events, Summer Scares focuses on
connecting horror writers with libraries and readers all year.
Each year, three titles will be chosen in the Adult, Young Adult, and Middle Grade categories. This year’s
Summer Scares reading list for 2019 is as follows:

ADULT
Mongrels by Stephen Graham Jones (William Morrow Paperbacks, 2017)
My Soul to Keep by Tananarive Due (Harper Voyager, 1998)
Earthworm Gods by Brian Keene (Deadite Press, 2012)
YOUNG ADULT
Rotters by Daniel Kraus (Ember, 2012)
Slasher Girls and Monster Boys, edited by April Genevieve Tucholke (Speak, 2016)
Devil and Winnie Flynn by Micol Ostow (Penguin Random House Publisher Services, 2015)
MIDDLE GRADE
Doll Bones by Holly Black (Margaret K. McElderry Books, 2015)
Through the Woods by Emily Carroll (Margaret K. McElderry Books, 2014)
The Jumbies by Tracey Baptiste (Algonquin Young Readers, 2016)
The Summer Scares program committee includes award-winning author Grady Hendrix (We Sold Our Souls,
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Paperbacks from Hell), Becky Spratford (library consultant, author of The Readers Advisory Guide to Horror,
2nd Edition), Carolyn Ciesla (library director, academic dean, book reviewer), Kiera Parrott (reviews director
for Library Journal and School Library Journal), Kelly Jensen (editor, Book Riot, author of [Don’t] Call Me
Crazy: 33 Voices Start the Conversation about Mental Health), and JG Faherty (HWA Library Program
director, author of The Cure and Carnival of Fear).
For more information about the Summer Scares reading program, including how to obtain promotional
materials and schedule events with the authors/committee members, visit the HWA’s Libraries Web page,
Becky Spratford’s Reader’s Advisory Horror Blog RA for All: Horror, the Library Journal, Book Riot, School
Library Journal, or United for Libraries Web sites and social-media sites. You can also contact JG Faherty,
HWA Library Program Director (libraries@horror.org), or Becky Spratford, HWA Secretary
(bspratford@hotmail.com).
The HWA will also host a special Library Day program at the annual StokerCon™ event May 9-12 in Grand
Rapids, Michigan. Several of the authors from the Summer Scares reading list, as well as the committee
members, will be in attendance. Authors and committee members will also be available throughout the year
for onsite and/or remote appearances at libraries and schools to promote the Summer Scares program.
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The Seers Table!
By HWAWeb | March 2019

Kate Maruyama,
Member of the Diverse Works Inclusion Community
Linda Addison Recommends:
Nibedita Senis is a
queer Bengali writer,
editor, and gamer from
Calcutta. She acquired
several English degrees
in India before deciding
she wanted an MFA, too,
and that she was going
to move halfway across
the world for it. She’s a
graduate of Clarion West
2015, and her work has
appeared in Anathema: Spec from the Margins, Podcastle, Nightmare
(June 2018, Issue #69), and Fireside. These days, she can be found in New
York City, where she helps edit Glittership, an LGBTQ SFF podcast, enjoys
the company of puns and potatoes, and is nearly always hungry.

From “Ten Excerpts from an Annotated Bibliography on the Cannibal Women of Ratnabar Island”
(forthcoming May 2019, Nightmare Magazine):
3. Morris, Victoria. “Memory, Mouth, Mother: Funerary Cannibalism among the Ratnabari.”
Journal of Ethnographic Theory, vol. 2, no. 2, 1994, pp. 105-129. Jstor, doi: 10.2707/464631.
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“We are all cannibals at birth, and our mother-tongue is the language of the mouth. When the Ratnabari eat
of their dead, they embrace what Kristeva calls ‘the abject’—the visceral, the polluted, the blood and bile and
placenta and the unclean flesh we associate with the female body. Return to us, they say to their dead, be
with us always. […] Science has yet to explain how it is that they almost never bear sons, only daughters, but
it is scarce to be wondered at that their society is matriarchal in nature, for they spurn the clean, rational
world of the patriarchal symbolic, remaining locked in a close, almost incestuous relationship with the
maternal semiotic instead.”
Read more of her work at: https://www.nibeditasen.com/; Contact her on Twitter: @her_nibsen.
Kate Maruyama Recommends:
Peng Shepherd was
born and raised in
Phoenix, Arizona, where
she rode horses and
trained in classical
ballet, and has lived in
Beijing, Kuala Lumpur,
London, Los Angeles,
Washington, D.C., and
New York. Her debut
novel, The Book of M,
was chosen as an
Amazon “Best Science
Fiction and Fantasy
Books of the Year,” and
has been featured on
THE TODAY SHOW, NPR
ON POINT, and in The
Guardian, io9 Gizmodo, SYFY Wire, Book Riot, and Elle Canada. She is a graduate of New York University’s
MFA in Creative Writing program and a winner of the Elizabeth George Foundation’s emerging writers
grant.
Set in a dangerous near future world, The Book of M tells the captivating story of a group of ordinary people
caught in an extraordinary catastrophe who risk everything to save the ones they love—a sweeping debut
that illuminates the power that memories have not only on the heart, but on the world itself.
Praise for The Book of M: “Eerie, dark, and compelling, [The Book of M] will not disappoint lovers of The
Passage and Station Eleven.” – Booklist
You can learn more about Peng here: http://pengshepherd.com/. Or follow her on Twitter @PengShepherd
Lauren Salerno recommends:
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Christine Lynn Herman. Born in New
York City but raised in Japan and Hong
Kong, Christine subscribes to the firm
philosophy that home is where her books
are. She returned to the United States to
study at the University of Rochester, where
she received the Dean’s Prize in fiction and
an Honors English degree. Currently,
Christine and her books reside in a
Brooklyn apartment, along with her
partner, many plants, and their extremely
spoiled cat.

The Devouring Gray – After the death of her sister, seventeen-year-old Violet Saunders finds herself dragged
to Four Paths, New York. Violet may be a newcomer, but she soon learns her mother isn’t: They belong to
one of the revered founding families of the town, where stone bells hang above every doorway and danger
lurks in the depths of the woods.
Justin Hawthorne’s bloodline has protected Four Paths for generations from the Gray—a lifeless dimension
that imprisons a brutal monster. After Justin fails to inherit his family’s powers, his mother is determined to
keep this humiliation a secret. But Justin can’t let go of the future he was promised and the town he swore to
protect.
Ever since Harper Carlisle lost her hand to an accident that left her stranded in the Gray for days, she has
vowed revenge on the person who abandoned her: Justin Hawthorne. There are ripples of dissent in Four
Paths, and Harper seizes an opportunity to take down the Hawthornes and change her destiny-to what
extent, even she doesn’t yet know.
The Gray is growing stronger every day, and its victims are piling up. When Violet accidentally unleashes the
monster, all three must band together with the other Founders to unearth the dark truths behind their
families’ abilities…before the Gray devours them all.
Learn More about Christine here: https://www.christinelynnherman.com/. Or follow her on Twitter at:
@Christine Exists.
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HWA Events – Current for 2019
By HWAWeb | March 2019

Angel Hiott, Events
Coordinator
Just make sure to get those applications in to JG Faherty (eventapplications@horror.org) so he can approve
them!
If you know of an event you would like the HWA to consider attending, please fill out the approval form:
http://horror.org/subhub/index.php?sid=95628. Greg and Brad will review it for approval.
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Las Vegas Chapter Update
By HWAWeb | March 2019
Mercedes Murdock Yardley
The latest Las Vegas chapter of the HWA was a success!
This is the first time we’ve met at Copper Cat Books (which
is a venue we adore, run by an absolutely stellar couple)
and also the first time we had more than five people.
Usually we grabbed a table at Count’s Vamp’d, which is a
very cool rock-and-roll bar with live music. It was ideal for
hanging with friends out on the town, but not for
discussing literature because we were screaming over the
music. This was also our first time with the quarterly
meeting schedule instead of monthly, and I think that was
a positive change, as well.

We were a bit more formal than usual, because
previously at least half of the group was usually drinking
before the meeting even began. At times I think the new
group expected someone to lead the discussion instead of
having everyone participate equally, but it was a warm and
friendly environment. We discussed market submissions,
our projects, the benefits of being an HWA member,
different writer’s groups, and our favorite podcasts. We
have a LOT of favorite podcasts.

Here’s to the new year, and we hope to see everyone
again in March!
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Pennsylvania Chapter Update
By HWAWeb | March 2019

Kenn
eth W. Cain
Our most recent meeting was on Saturday, February 23, 1-4 p.m. Details to follow in the next issue.
If you would like to attend a meeting, please contact Kenneth W. Cain at kennethwcain@gmail.com or on
Facebook/Twitter.
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San Diego Chapter Update
By HWAWeb | March 2019
Alexandra Neumeister
The San Diego Chapter held its first training session on story structure in February; this will lead up to the
first quarterly workshop of the year.
Chapter Member Jean Graham was a panelist at ConDor Con, the longest-running fantasy-and-sciencefiction convention in San Diego.
New member Janina Scarlet will also be holding a launch party for her new book, Therapy Quest, on
Tuesday, May 7, at the Mysterious Galaxy Bookstore.
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From the Trenches: When Forces Collide
By HWAWeb | March 2019

Rena Mason, Bram
Stoker Awards® Co-Chair
It’s like a cyclone. Past and present colliding like storm fronts. Coast to coast, it’s been a crazy year for
weather, but that’s not what I’m writing about in this month’s column.
January through March, the Awards Co-Chairs are right in the middle of closing out the 2018 awards season
and opening it up for 2019. Titles and names begin to run into one another, and it’s easy to make mistakes,
even when there are several sets of eyes that make up the entire Awards Committee to help proofread.
We’re busy updating the rules, handbooks, and manuals for the new year. Checking and double-checking
spelling, making sure we have the right information, and verifying all the last-minute details before
announcing the ballots. Inevitably something gets missed, but I’ve learned to accept the mistakes, make the
apologies, and publicly re-announce the “corrected” version. It’s not only that I’ve learned to stay off of
social media, I’m too busy and too tired to go on most days. I have to stay on the tasks at hand and keep my
professional skin on.
There’s a new Short Nonfiction category this year. It’s a great addition, but it also adds a little more work. It
was harder rounding up members qualified to serve on the juries in previous years. If you feel you’re
qualified and want to serve on a jury, please go to your Wild Apricot membership account and click “Edit”
your profile. If you scroll down to the bottom, there’s a form there to fill out for serving on a Jury. We
currently only accept Lifetime, Active, Academic, and Affiliate members as jurors. But the juries are
organized to have strong, experienced members, which gives some leeway for adding Affiliate members
looking to gain experience. I’m very proud of the jurors who all work very hard deliberating their results at
the end of the year, often in silence and without fanfare. I have the utmost respect for them and what they
do. It’s not easy.
Soon, the Final Ballot will be announced, the voting will be done, and the 2018 season will be at an end.
Around the same time, all the juries for 2019 will already be organized and ready to start reading works,
which opens up March 15 to new submissions. Winter’s chaos will recede, and the spring and summer will
17

bring fairer weather; the calm before the next storm.
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San Francisco Bay Chapter Update
By HWAWeb | March 2019
Ken Hueler
ATTENDING: Chad Schimke, Ben Monroe, Loren Rhoads, E.M. Markoff, L.S. Johnson, Anthony De
Rouen, Ken Hueler
Emerian Rich of Horroraddicts.net joined us. A number of us
had met her at the Bay Area Book Fair (and she mentioned us on
her site), and both times she has been fun and full of information.
(Speaking of horroraddicts.net, member Sumiko Saulson has an
article up on the site now about Black characters in horror fiction.)

Editor Loren Rhoads has selected the stories for our charity anthology, and we are on track to release it by
the Bay Area Book Fair in May.
Movies are still pouring in for consideration for the Death’s Parade Film Fest.
Local members are getting a group together for Sinister Creature Con, October 12-13.
Ben Monroe gave a demonstration of Scrivener. Seems a great way to organize and juggle while writing.
ACCOMPLISHMENTS
Loren Rhoads has a short story in the newest issue of Occult Detective Quarterly.
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Wisconsin Chapter Update
By HWAWeb | March 2019
Chris Welch

In the comic strip “Shoe,” there was an on-going joke that the longest month of the year is actually February,
because it is so emotionally hopeless, grey, dingy, cold, and wet, and spring seems like it will never arrive.
Ye Humble Chapter Newsletter Editor, for one, agrees with this assessment, and therefore I am quite happy
to bring you the March HWA Wisconsin Chapter Newsletter where everything emotionally hopeless, grey,
dingy, cold, and wet is best presented through horror fiction and not in my front yard.
Dean Wild will speak to the Fond du Lac Area Writers on Tuesday, March 26, at 7 p.m., about his novel The
Crymost. The meeting will be held at the Moraine Park Technical College in Fond du Lac, and the event is
open to the public. Wild plans to briefly describe the journey of this novel from conception to publication,
then do a reading, and end with a question-and-answer period. Copies of The Crymost will be available for
purchase after the meeting.
Chris Welch will conduct two upcoming writing sessions at the Oshkosh Public Library. First, on Saturday,
March 30, 10-11:30 a.m., he will present “Tactics for Horror Writing”: how to write scary, suspenseful, and
tense scenes through sentence structure, dark images, and character perspectives in dark fantasy and
horror fiction. Second, on Thursday, April 11, 6-7:30 p.m., he will present “Anatomy of Humor.” He’ll
examine how to write humor and satire by identifying the funny components of each and by manipulating
word usage, delivery, and reader expectations in fiction.
No Brand Con, which is primarily an anime convention, will be held in the Wisconsin Dells, March 29-31 at
the Chula Vista Resort. Among the several guests appearing this year is Mr. CreepyPasta.
http://www.nobrandcon.org/p/
And finally, an upcoming event that may be of interest to chapter members, though not horror-specific in any
way:
The UntitledTown Book and Author Festival is an annual literary event in Green Bay that promotes all
aspects of book culture. Over the course of a weekend, festival attendees can choose from a long list of
20

readings, discussions, panels, workshops, and other events of interest to writers and to readers held at
various venues in downtown Green Bay. The majority of these events are free and open to the public.
Through signings and readings, the festival also showcases local, regional, and national publishers and their
books.
The 2019 UntitledTown Book and Author Festival will be held April 25-28. UntitledTown Co. is a 501c3
nonprofit cultural organization dedicated to celebrating the human act of storytelling. For updates,
registration, and a list of events and participating authors, visit https://2019.untitledtown.org/.
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LA Chapter Update
By HWAWeb | March 2019
Thanks to everyone who braved the winter weather to spend time with the HWA LA Chapter. That is great!
So many folks are doing so well with their writing. It’s also wonderful seeing our filmmakers, screenwriters,
and artists also thriving and growing. There are so many opportunities for our members now and in the near
future. Stay tuned!
See you all on Sunday, March 10!

22
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HWAColorado Update: Boulder-Longmont,
Denver, Colorado Springs
By HWAWeb | March 2019

Larry Berry
Boulder-Longmont Event
Organizer Dean Wyant
will hold a reading and
interview event on
Saturday, April 6, with
Josh Viola and Warren
Hammond discussing
their collaboration on the
award-winning Denver
Moon, graphic novels, and
comic books, as well as
each author’s individual
work. The discussion takes Our last interview event, featuring Stephen Graham
Jones, Carter Wilson and Steve Tem.
place at the Longmont
Library, 409 4th Ave.,
Longmont, 2:45-4:45 p.m.
Dean Wyant’s last event, Red Tinsel at Please RSVP to Larry and
the Bookbar
Dean at
mihangelnc@gmail.com as
seating is limited.
Attendance is free.
Denver Event Organizer Larry Berry began the event—Doctor Frankenstein’s Movie Club—on Saturday,
February 23, at the Columbine Library in Littleton. The group is composed of Chapter members with an
interest in film and scriptwriting. Each member attended as one of the characters from the Frankenstein
novel and wrote a movie review under that pen name. The group will meet monthly. If interested, contact
Larry at mihangelnc@gmail.com. Attendance is free, but RSVP is required because room size and seating are
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limited.
Member Spotlight for new member Lance Lucero, a filmmaker
and comic artist: Lance and collaborator Adam Volle won the
best writer award for their comic Bob: Non-Union Psychic #2:
The Union Strikes from Comix Central. Lance has a short film in
distribution, HUNTING FOR FISH, from his Warehouse 9
Production Company. And, yes, he is a member of the Doctor
Frankenstein Movie Club. Isn’t everyone?

Celebrity Judge Michael Lent writes: “Bob: Non-Union Psychic #2
is such a fun, fresh, and inventive universe. The characters all have
interesting backstories. The pacing is spot on. Story elements are
properly motivated and dialogue isn’t always carrying water for
exposition, something that fellow writers notice. The more I read,
the more I want to both understand and immerse myself in this
idiosyncratic world. There is a seamless integration of vision
between writer, artist, letterer, and colorist. For the reader, Bob is a
full-meal experience—the story is engaging, and each frame is
chockablock with interesting elements and attention to detail that
rewards attentive readers. You are in the moment and yet, aware of
the greater universe just outside of a given panel or page. I kept
thinking that the Bob team really needs to bring out the TPB from
#0, 1, and 2. That would be awesome. Like the other books, Bob is
really a credit to the CXC universe.”
Lance Lucero
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Colorado Springs Event Organizers Carina Bissett and Hillary
Dodge have been busy recruiting new members. HWAColorado
spotlights new Colorado Springs member Shannon Lawrence.
Carina caught up with Shannon to find out what 2019 holds:
Q: What is next in store for your readers?

Carina Bissett

SL: I’ve got short stories
coming out in a few
anthologies/magazines over
the next couple months. The
most recently released was
Twice-Told: A Collection of
Doubles, edited by C.M.
Muller. My story involves
Siamese twins—what happens
when one dies before the
other? The next one was out
on February 12: Don’t Cry to
Mama, edited by Jonathan Shannon Lawrence
Lambert and Lori Titus.
This one’s full of horror
comedies; mine involves
chewing gum. Then there’s
another anthology, and two
magazine releases coming out
between now and May. I’m
looking at having a craft book
and another collection of my
short stories out in the next
year.

A fan of all things fantastical and frightening, Shannon Lawrence writes primarily horror and fantasy. Her
stories can be found in several anthologies and magazines, including Space and Time Magazine and Dark
Moon Digest, and her short story collection, Blue Sludge Blues & Other Abominations, is now available.
When she’s not writing, she’s hiking through the wilds of Colorado and photographing her magnificent
surroundings, where, coincidentally, there’s always a place to hide a body or birth a monster. Find her at
http://www.thewarriormuse.com.
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NY Chapter Update
By HWAWeb | March 2019
Charie La Marr
The
chapter
celebrate
d Women
in Horror
Month
with our
third
annual
readings
at the
KGB Bar.
K.E.
Scheiner
, Amy
Grech,
Elizabet
h Crowen, and Charie D. La Marr read from their stories
in the chapter’s charity anthology New York State of Fright. The evening was hosted by Carol Gyzander and
James Chambers. On what turned out to be a wintry night, a small but enthusiastic crowd gathered to hear
the stories and support Women in Horror.
Marc Abbott and Steven Van Patten are pleased to announce the release of Hell at the Way Station, their
new anthology.
Raw Dog Screaming Press is excited to announce that a two-book deal has been signed with author James
Chambers. The agreement is for a pair of short story collections to be published over the next two years.
The first, On the Night Border, is horror-themed, features the Bram Stoker Award®-nominated short story
“A Song Left Behind in the Aztakea Hills,” and will be released later in 2019. Poet and author Linda D.
Addison has agreed to write the introduction. The second collection, The Price of Faces, focuses on
Chambers’ science-fiction and fantasy-themed stories and will be released in 2020. Italian artist Daniele
Serra has been commissioned to paint both covers.
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Canadian Content Corner
By HWAWeb | March 2019
Sèphera Girón
Welcome to the Canadian Content Corner!
If you are an HWA member and live in Canada, consider
sending Sèphera your E-mail so that you’ll be on her E-mail
list even if you can’t attend the monthly meetings in
Toronto. Now and again, there are other opportunities for
our Canadian members!

We have monthly meetings in Toronto, usually at The Madison Avenue Pub at Madison Avenue and Bloor.
Our next meeting is Monday, March 11, at 7 p.m. at The Madison Avenue Pub. Please join us!
Here in Toronto, we have participated in various events, most notably Fan Expo, Toronto Comicon, HorrorRama, Ad Astra, The Word on the Street, Inspire, and more.
The Ontario Chapter has put out three anthologies:
Group Hex 1, Group Hex 2, and Abandon. We will likely do
another one, so if you’re on the E-mail list, you’ll know
about it! We’ve made trailers which was a lot of fun.

We also have The Great Lakes Horror Company Podcast that was created by HWA members, but we invite
participation from all horror lovers.
We also have a secret planning HWA ONT Facebook group so if you’d like to join, pop me an E-mail that
you’re an HWA Canada member when you knock on the door. The group isn’t very useful if you don’t live in
Canada.
Send me your news so that you, too, can be in this column! So, stay in touch, and join the fun!
sephgiron@gmail.com.
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In the meantime, Volume 4 of Nancy Kilpatrick’s newest vampire
series is out. Savagery of the Rebel King pits two determined rulers
against one another, the vampir King Necros, and the human Queen Guin
who is out to kill him. Available in the usual places. Check these sites for
interviews and stories with Nancy that appeared in February for Women in
Horror Month: Blogs: – Colleen Anderson (https://tinyurl.com/y6ne35vf);
– Elaine Pascal (https://tinyurl.com/y2rgwj7q); – JG Faherty
(https://tinyurl.com/y58zypua).
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Fiendish Endeavors
By HWAWeb | March 2019

Erinn L. Kemper
Gerry Griffiths is proud to announce that his horror novel, Cryptid
Island (the prequel to Cryptid Zoo), has been published by Severed
Press and is now available.
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Carina Bissett‘s poem, “Oh Mad Arachne: A Folle in Three Acts,” was
published in the December 2018 issue of NonBinary Review #19 Dante’s
Inferno at Zoetic Press.
https://www.zoeticpress.com/lit-journals/nonbinary-review-issue-19-dantes-i
nferno.

Bruce Boston sold a poem to New Myths.
Sheri White’s story, “Cross My Heart, Hope to Die,” will be published in Issue #43 of The Sirens Call eZine, the “Women in Horror” issue. Her story ,“Just Two Guys Looking for a Good Time,” was published on
Elaine Pascal’s blog “The Ones You Don’t Bring Home” as part of her Women in Horror Month celebration.
Elaine featured stories that showed women are just as capable as writing extreme horror as men. It can be
found at
http://elainepascale.com/wihm-x-the-ones-you-don-t-bring-home/day-18-sheri-white-just-two-guys-looking-fora-good-time.
Naching T. Kassa‘s story, “Narcoleptic,” appeared in Issue #43 of The Sirens Call e-Zine. This issue
featured Women in Horror, and she was pleased to be part of such a talented group.
Marge Simon sold a poem to New Myths. Her collaborative book with Bryan D. Dietrich, The Demeter
Diaries, has been accepted by Independent Legions Publishing and will be out in June 2019.
Christina Sng’s poems, “Rapunzel,” “The Girl and Her Wolf Dog,” and “Forest Mother”, have been
nominated for the 2019 Rhysling Awards. She has sold a story, “The Goblin,” to Daily Science Fiction, and
her flash fiction, “How It Began,” appears at the Ladies of Horror Flash Project.
.
Congratulations to everyone. If you have a recent sale or upcoming publication, tell us about it. It’s publicity.
It’s free. Send a tiger-tight paragraph to erinn_darren@hotmail.com announcing your fiendish endeavor.
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Ad: Public Speaking Webinar
By HWAWeb | March 2019
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Calendar of Readings and Signings
By HWAWeb | March 2019

Scott “Essel” Pratt
Remember that you can always find out what’s going on by visiting the calendar of events on the HWA Web
site. If you submit your information late, that information will show up only on the Web site calendar. It is
best to get your event information in early.
For all book-release announcements, please contact Lydia Peever for inclusion in her “Recently Born”
column.

March
March 8-10: Monster-Mania Con: The semi–annual Philadelphia horror-phile and memorabilia convention;
Crowne Plaza Cherry Hill, 2349 W., NJ-70, Cherry Hill, NJ. http://monstermania.net/
March 9: Jeff Strand at Atlanta Writers Workshop: Atlanta, Georgia. “I’ll be giving two talks: ‘How to Add
Comic Relief to Your Fiction,’ and ‘The Fiendish Art of Crafting Suspense.’ Plus pretending that I know what
I’m talking about when critiquing manuscripts.” Le Meridien Atlanta Perimeter Hotel, 111 Perimeter Center
W., Atlanta, GA. (770)396-6800.
March 15-17: HorrorHound Weekend. Established in 2005, the convention connects collectors and fans to all
things horror. Sharonville Convention Center, 11355 Chester Rd., Cincinnati, OH.
March 18: Lisa Morton at Los Angeles Vintage Paperback Collectors Show: The show has another excellent
line-up of authors and artists scheduled to be present at various times throughout the day. Come meet the
authors and artists. Bring your books and have them sign their works for free! Check the guest schedule to
plan your day. Glendale Civic Auditorium, 1401 Verdugo Rd., Glendale, CA.
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A reminder: This calendar is updated several times a week after information submitted about each event has
been vetted for appropriate content. Appropriate content includes conventions, readings, signings,
workshops, and other like events that HWA members may attend. It also includes deadlines for workshop
applications and award nominations. It does not include solicitations for votes for awards/award
nominations.
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Blood & Spades
By HWAWeb | March 2019

Marge Simon
Very recently, I had the delight of reading some exceptional
dark poems with such skillful rhyme and rhythm that I was scarcely
aware that they were, indeed, rhyming! I’m very pleased to
welcome the poet himself as my columnist for this month, Steven
Withrow. His poems appear in Dreams & Nightmares, Spectral
Realms, and Epitaphs: The Journal of the New England Horror
Writers, among other publications. His short poem, “The Sun
Ships,” (Eye to the Telescope) was nominated for the 2016
Rhysling Award from the Science Fiction and Fantasy Poetry Assn.
He is working on his first chapbook. He lives with his family on
Cape Cod in Massachusetts, where he is a newspaper reporter.

***

Still Life with Ambition and Envy
Steven Withrow
I wrote my first dark poem the same summer I first read Clive Barker’s strange story “In the Hills, the
Cities.” I was 14 in 1988, and the staggering narrative from Barker’s Books of Blood was a long leap beyond
anything I’d read to that point. It is, as Fangoria editor Anthony Timpone wrote, about “the citizens of
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warring towns who tie themselves together to tussle as towering giants.” Simply put, I wasn’t ready for that
story, but over the course of an August week I read it silently, then aloud to myself, then again silently.
The poem I wrote as a kind of pressure relief valve in the days following was, frankly, terrible, even for a 14year-old. I didn’t keep it, though I remember a couple of images—bugs and bones—and the curious title:
“Last Dance with Cannibals.”
Had it been 2019, I might have posted the poem online or texted it to my Stephen King-reading friends.
That might have been the end of it. Instead, I compared Barker’s words with my own, and I dared myself to
write something as powerful as “In the Hills, the Cities” someday. In verse or in prose, it didn’t matter. I had
a high bar to clear.
My literary ambition, mixed with genuine envy, has continued to this day, and while I still fall short of the
masters, I am proud to say my work is steadily improving and lightning occasionally strikes me.
Here, for instance, a nominee for the 2016 Rhysling Award:

The Sun Ships
Of the third of the three sun ships—
Rappahannock—only data remained,
Hieroglyphs siphoned off a fuse tube
For flight analysts’ consumption.
After the Porcupine imploded
And the mighty Susquehanna met
Her incendiary demise, the eyes
Of seven solar systems opened
To the possibility of defeat.
The stars are not ours to cross,
The Nikkto diplomats intoned.
And we, dregs of the coal worlds,
Would not finance another puncture run
Even for voting rights. What blights
And bombardments had emboldened us,
And what glorious horrors had deranged
The Rappahannock’s captain, who
Preserved in her voice log this riddle:
Teeth of fire, bands of black black black
Along the middle … devourer devourer …
The shadow tongues its fangs … why—
Before total silence consumed her.
We had a song about such creatures,
A lullaby for our babies, melodious
But meant to ward off nightmares,
So also mine-dark. The mines:
They were the sources of our fears,
They were the swallowers of light,
They were the toothed and hollow
Devourers of our hours. No shame
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To sing of monsters when our home
Shot through with black black black
To the carved-out core. What’s more,
We had no song for dying, we had
No mourning-song for death. We,
Like the sun ship Rappahannock,
Dove straight into a coal-black hole,
As Nikkto lancers split the ground,
And down down down we drowned.
The stars were not ours to cross.
The stars were not ours to cross.
(Published in Eye to the Telescope, Issue 15, edited by Diane Severson Mori, April 2015)
While this poem is in lineated prose, I am primarily a formalist, with an abiding interest in how poets use the
tools of prosody—metrical and stanzaic patterns as well as rhyme schemes—to design and structure verse. I
also write in more open forms such as “free” or blank verse, and I find that each side of the formal coin has
its challenges and opportunities. The abstract scheme that underlies a poem is essential to the visible and
audible words that overlay it.
I will leave you with these next two pieces, which are shaped by rhyme and meter. They will appear, along
with my first two examples, in my chapbook, The Sun Ships and Other Poems, scheduled for 2020. These are
not exactly Barkesque poems—they owe more to Robert Browning and Edward Arlington Robinson—but
they sing to me.
The Mad Monologue of Doctor Chronology
Any heart this world possesses must be dead.
And no, no other worlds exist. You’re free
to scoff, but I insist—Infinity
hangs bleak and wholly heartless. I have said
as much to colleagues who would comprehend
the horrifying costs of cheating Time,
that knowing every outcome, every end
before its cause, is tantamount to … I’m
afraid you’ll have to nurse the glass I poured …
is tantamount to rigging every game
of take-your-chance and reaping no reward.
Yes, yes—I could reveal to you his name
and home address. However, you should think—
here, I’ll buy us both another drink—
no matter what the bastard’s done to you,
what good would any retribution do?
Let’s say, by day, he manages a store,
an unassuming alter ego for
a savior from a distant crimson sun.
You storm into his workplace with a gun,
rejoicing in each bloody trigger-pull.
(I see your eyes; you’d down a barrelful.)
Then let’s suppose he’s quick enough to palm
or misdirect your bullets. Do you bomb
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a bus (no muss, no fuss) on second try,
while hiding in some rat-infested lair,
and feel him fall, a comet from the sky,
to cage you with his subatomic stare?
My boy, I have stood by and watched you fail,
your machinations come to no avail,
for it’s the nature of my power to cast
my aura to the future or the past.
Go home—don’t be like me—I’ve lost the art.
Tomorrow, find yourself a steady job—
I hear they’re hiring muscle for the mob—
or disbelieve, and dog your own dead heart.
(Published in Dreams & Nightmares, Issue 93, edited by David C. Kopaska-Merkel, 2012)

Lines at a Wake
The first one knew the body as a baby.
She’d cradled him a quarter of his size.
A circumspect and disconcerted lady,
She couldn’t trust the wisdom of her eyes.
The second mourner held a beaded rosary
Dead-gripped in her fist, a whispered prayer
Fumbled on her lips, her stance a pose she
Used to test the grief-encumbered air.
Paraded, close like cattle, past the casket,
The third an uncle, fourth a high school friend.
The fifth dropped her donation in a basket
Before she met his parents at the end.
The sixth pretended permanent confusion.
His, the most unnerving pose of all.
No one saw him enter, pale illusion
Who gaped down at his powdered face
Like a white wax doll.
(Published in Epitaphs: The Journal of the New England Horror Writers, edited by Tracy L. Carbone,
Shroud Publishing, October 2011)
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Recently Born of Horrific Minds
By HWAWeb | March 2019

Books
Coming Out This Month
Lydia Peever
In like a lamb and out like a lion, they say. March has a nice feeling of being between seasons, so, having
finished the past holidays’ reading, you can start planning for the next round and perhaps—to the delight of
authors—stockpiling books just for that! With award season in full swing, add these to your reading list if
they are not already on there.

New Releases
Ghost Stories: Classic Tales of Horror and Suspense
Leslie S. Klinger and Lisa Morton, editors
Pegasus Books
2019-04-02
http://pegasusbooks.com/books/ghost-stories-9781643130200-hardcover
A masterful collection of ghost stories that have been overlooked by contemporary readers, including tales
by Charles Dickens, Sir Walter Scott, Mark Twain, and Edith Wharton, presented with insightful
annotations by acclaimed horror anthologists Leslie S. Klinger and Lisa Morton.
Will Haunt You
Brian Kirk
Flame Tree Press
Release date: 2019-03-14
https://www.flametreepublishing.com/Will-Haunt-You-ISBN-9781787581388.html
Rumors of a deadly book have been floating around the dark corners of the deep Web. A disturbing tale
about a mysterious figure who preys on those who read the book and subjects them to a world of
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personalized terror.
12 Tales Lie, 1 Tells True
Maria Alexander
Cemetery Dance
Release date: 2019-03-05
https://www.amazon.com/12-Tales-Lie-Tells-True-ebook/dp/B07MQ1N9VN
This brings together 13 stories by award-winning author Maria Alexander. Not your typical short-story
collection—twelve of the tales are fictitious, one skin-crawling story is entirely true.

Previously Released
The Vampire’s Quest
Damian Serbu
NineStar Press
Release date: 2019-02-11
http://www.damianserbu.com
Gay vampires Xavier and Thomas have a new challenge: Xavier embarks on a quest that violates the Vampire
Council’s laws to the point where he risks a possible death sentence. With Thomas and the council vying for
Xavier’s soul, Xavier struggles to obey his divine calling to the quest before inevitable capture.
The Madness of Robin Randle
Wood Dickinson
Taygete Press
Release date: 2019-01-25
http://www.robinrandle.com
On a midnight walk something emerged from Robin’s nightmares, wrapped in darkness and thousands of
dead leaves. It was a monster. It was her death.
The Spread
Sean Deville
Severed Press
Release date: 2019-01-01
https://seandeville.com/blog/the-latest-zombie-horror
While on a stake out to catch a ruthless assassin, clandestine government operative Nick Carter is called to
deal with an outbreak of the Lazarus virus.
______________________________
Thank you to all who listed, and please do share these free promotional listings provided to members each
month. Make sure to fill out the New Release Form in the Members Only area of the HWA Web site by the
15th of each month to have your future releases posted in Recently Born of Horrific Minds! I’d love to
include every book, but some were released too long ago to count as “recent,” so they may not be listed here,
but appear on the “Members Books” section of horror.org/newreleases. Forward questions you might have
using the form or regarding your forthcoming release to newreleases@horror.org, and enjoy these fine
reads!
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Brain Matter
By HWAWeb | March 2019

JG Faherty
Libraries and You
Every year I try to remind members that libraries are our best friends, and with this year being the first year
of our new Summer Scares reading program, I especially want to get as many authors involved in our library
programming as possible, so this month’s column is going to focus on what we (the HWA and the various
committees) and our partners do, and how you can be involved, which is good for us, for readers, and for
you.
The HWA Library program has been around for a few years now, and has grown dramatically. As of this
writing, we offer the following:
■ Library and Author databases. HWA members can have their name and information placed in our author
database, which libraries can use to locate local authors for presentations, either in person or via remote
technology. Also, we belong to Authors for Libraries, which has a database of members for the same
purpose. Finally, we are rebuilding our librarians’ database, which will be used so that we can distribute
information on HWA programming and reading lists to libraries across the country.
■ Informational materials. Librarians who visit the HWA Web site have access to a variety of materials,
including our annual recommended reading list (based on the year-long Bram Stoker Awards® rec list), our
new release list, Halloween Haunts, and other information.
■ Our Young Adult writers endowment program, where up to five libraries are selected each year from a list
of applicants to receive $500 to fund teen-oriented writing programs.
And, finally, Summer Scares. Each year, beginning this year, the HWA will partner with United for Libraries,
Book Riot, Library Journal, and School Library Journal to provide recommended books for adults, teens, and
middle grade readers, which libraries can use, along with read-along lists, to promote reading and horror for
the summer months and into the school year. Each year, the Summer Scares committee will team with a
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well-known author (this year it’s Grady Hendrix!) to select a variety of titles, and then work with the
selected authors and publishers on special event programming, including panels during StokerCon™’s
Library Day, interviews in library publications, and Skype presentations with libraries. The titles for 2019
are:
ADULT
Mongrels by Stephen Graham Jones
My Soul to Keep by Tananarive Due
Earthworm Gods by Brian Keene
YOUNG ADULT
Rotters by Daniel Kraus
Slasher Girls and Monster Boys edited by April Genevieve Tucholke
Devil and Winnie Flynn by Micol Ostow
MIDDLE GRADE
Doll Bones by Holly Black
Through the Woods by Emily Carroll
The Jumbies by Tracey Baptiste
The committee works hard to create a list that is, although necessarily short, representative of numerous
types of horror and also inclusive in terms of the authors chosen.
How can you be involved, and how will this help you as an author?
Well, as any librarian will tell you, libraries love to have authors come in and do programming. Writing
classes, book discussions, presentations on horror. Anything at all. When you help out a library with their
needs, you are not only facilitating readership and a love of the genre, but also promoting yourself. Readers
and librarians will remember you and your books. And the more people who read horror, the better for all of
us.
So reach out to your libraries, and see if they can work with you on programming. If you need ideas, we have
information on our Web site, or you can contact me directly.
In this age of Amazon and iTunes, when brick-and-mortar book stores are becoming a thing of the past,
remember that libraries are still thriving, perhaps more than ever. And teens are the biggest reading
demographic for horror right now. So get out there and help support them, and us!
And don’t forget all the library-focused programming that will be happening at StokerCon in May, both
during Library day and throughout the weekend.
###
Shameless self promotion!
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My next novel comes out in August (Hellrider), and the print editions (hardcover, trade paperback) are
available right now at Amazon:
https://www.amazon.com/Hellrider-Fiction-Without-Frontiers-Faherty/dp/1787582620.
When Eddie Ryder is burned alive by fellow members of the Hell Riders motorcycle gang for ratting on them,
he vows revenge with his dying breath. He returns as a ghost, with his custom motorcycle Diablo by his side.
After he finds out he can possess people, he launches a campaign of vengeance that leaves plenty of bodies
in its wake and the police in a state of confusion. Spouting fire and lightning from his fingers and screaming
heavy metal lyrics as he rides the sky above the town of Hell Creek, he brings destruction down on all those
who wronged him, his power growing with every death. Only Eddie’s younger brother, Carson, and the
police chief’s daughter, Ellie, understand what’s really happening, and now they have to stop him before he
destroys the whole town.
“Hellrider is a thunder and muscle hell ride through dangerous territory. Fun, wicked, and unrelenting. A
horror thriller that breaks the rules and the speed limit at the same time.” – Jonathan Maberry, New York
Times bestselling author
And in the meantime, check out all my other titles:
http://tinyurl.com/jgfaherty.
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The Grumpy Grammarian
By HWAWeb | March 2019

You’re So
Polarized You Probably Think This Column’s Political
Anthony Ambrogio
One cannot live in this country without hearing the words “Democrat” and “Republican” bandied about every
day.
(There’s no need to go on about small-d democracy or small-r republic because, although the Democrats and
Republicans take their party names from those concepts, we all know that we’re living in a representative
democracy—i.e., a republic. The only place where “pure” democracy is sometimes practiced in the United
States is in town-hall meetings, usually in villages and small towns, where everyone has a say and
participates in political decisions. But I’m not here to give you a civics lesson, just a grammar lesson.)
The Democrats have their Democratic items and ideals; the Republicans have their Republican thoughts and
things.
In the last few years, however, some people (mostly Republicans) have been speaking about “Democrat”
things—“Democrat agenda,” “Democrat candidate,” “Democrat party.”
Why is this incorrect (and perhaps not a little offensive)?
After all, some of us say, “I’m a Republican because I have Republican ideals and Republican values. If I can
use the same word (Republican) as both noun and adjective, why can’t I do the same thing for Democrat? Are
they better or more stuck-up than Republicans?”
Well, no, they’re not, but you still can’t use the same word for both Democrats and their beliefs, ideas,
members, etc.
In English, words often do double duty as nouns and verbs or as nouns and modifiers (sometimes triple duty
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as all three). “Canadian,” “Mexican,” and “American,” are the names for the people who live in, respectively,
Canada, Mexico, and the United States (i.e., America—of course we refer to the entire continent as our own).
They are also the words for the things that come from these countries (Canadian hockey, Mexican food,
American exceptionalism).
But just as often—perhaps more often—the noun and modifier forms of a word are different. For instance,
aristocrats have aristocratic mien. (You like that word—mien? Feel free to borrow it.) Acrobats possess
acrobatic skills. Plutocrats exhibit plutocratic greed. You wouldn’t say “aristocrat mien,” “acrobat skills,” or
“plutocrat greed,” would you? (I hope not.)
Do you see a pattern here? I’m sure, as with everything else in English, there are exceptions to the rules I’m
about to set forth, but it’s pretty clear that, for the most part (maybe for every part), modifiers of nouns that
end in “an” take on the exact same form as their nouns, whereas modifiers of nouns that end in “at” require
an additional “ic.”
I realize that, in a fast-track, short-hand nation, it’s really difficult to add syllables to words because it might
take us a split second longer to utter them. (My solution? Just talk faster.)
And I know that Americans (and the British) have a penchant for abbreviating everything—such as “24-7” for
“all day, every day” (wait a minute: those are both five syllables!—well, they are if you pronounce “every” as
“ev’ry”), “POTUS” for President of the United States, “sci-fi” for science-fiction (and “Brexit” for “British exit
[from the European Union]”). Some of these shortened versions are clever and useful (sci-fi); others are
stupid and lazy.
But, going hand in hand with these abbreviations is the American habit of unnecessarily lengthening simple
phrases and concepts, like saying “reference” for “refer to” (same amount of syllables) or, even shorter,
“cite”; “ahead of” for “before”; “at this point in time” for “now”; “at that point in time” for “then”; and “she’s
got a lot on her plate” for “she’s very busy.”
If we can waste time and words by using those longer phrases, then we can surely add an “ic” when it’s
grammatically required. We don’t want to sound like ignoramuses, do we?
How much time out of your life does it take to add an “ic” to “Democrat” when you’re using the label as a
modifier? And isn’t “ic” a good addition if you’re a person who thinks that Democrats are icky, anyway?
Thank you, and good day.
Anthony Ambrogio, anthonyambrogio@sbcglobal.net
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Authors for the March KGB Reading Series
By HWAWeb | March 2019

Ellen Datlow and
Matthew Kressel, hosts of the Fantastic Fiction at KGB Reading Series, present two readers for March.
The first reader is Carrie Laben, author of A Hawk in the Woods, coming from Word Horde this month. Her
work has appeared in such venues as Apex, The Dark, Indiana Review, Okey-Panky, and Outlook Springs. In
2017, she won the Shirley Jackson Award in Short Fiction for her story “Postcards from Natalie” and Duke
University’s Documentary Essay Prize for the essay “The Wrong Place.” In 2015, she was selected for the
Anne LaBastille Memorial Writer’s Residency, and, in 2018, she was a MacDowell Fellow. She now resides in
Queens.
Molly Tanzer, author of Creatures of Will and Temper, Creatures of Want and Ruin, and the forthcoming
Creatures of Charm and Hunger, will also be reading that night. She is also the author of the weird western
Vermilion, which was an io9 and NPR “Best Book” of 2015, and the British Fantasy Award-nominated
collection, A Pretty Mouth. She lives in Longmont, Colorado, with her cat, Toad.
The readings will be held Wednesday, March 20, 7 p.m., at the KGB Bar, 85 East 4th St. (just off 2nd Ave.,
upstairs), New York City. For more information, please go to http://www.kgbfantasticfiction.org.
Subscribe to the mailing list: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/kgbfantasticfiction/.
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The Art and Science of Submitting Short Stories
to 2019 Markets
By HWAWeb | March 2019

Lawrence Berry
This month Monstrous Friends interviews novelist Stephen Graham Jones and Christopher Pulo,
publisher and editor of Gypsum Sound Tales, on the secrets, tips, and strategies that go into submitting a
story from both a writer’s perspective and from the viewpoint of the literary artist.
Stephen Graham Jones is the hardest working novelist in Colorado.
He’s the author of over 18 books, and his novella, Mapping The Interior,
won the 2018 Bram Stoker Award®. His short work, bringing one of the
most unique and disturbing visions to contemporary horror, is highly
sought after. Since it is impossible to anticipate Stephen, you should
check out his Web site: http://www.demontheory.net.
Q: When a writer see a new anthology advertising an open call and wants
to submit a killer story, what approach do you recommend?

Stephen Graham Jones reading

A: One of the best things you can do to up your chances of getting into an
anthology is to turn your story in before everyone else who’s written the
same story. If it’s a themed anthology, say, and the theme is … “haunted
libraries,” then there’s probably four or five default stories you and
everybody else kick up automatically: there’s a ghost in the stacks, a late
book comes back to haunt you, the librarian is a vampire, one of the books
is haunted, and … and after-hours this is a completely different place. So,
if you can be the first to turn in your vampire librarian story—and if it’s
good—then that slot’s may be yours. Or, you won’t be getting that
apologetic rejection, anyway: “Cool story, but I’ve got so many vampire
librarians already that I’m making a whole vampire librarian section, now.
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And it’s already full.”
So, best advice: be fast. Don’t let the deadline be your prompt. Let not being in that table of contents be your
prompt.
As for how to avoid writing the same story everyone else will? It’s kind of the same as you world-build. So, if
the thing about your world is that fence posts are sentient, then the obvious stuff surrounding that is that
fences have deep thoughts, that fencers have relationships with fences, and that, I don’t know—that nails are
considered evil, since they hurt. That’s the easy and obvious stuff. But go further afield. If fence posts are
sentient, then they’re maybe witnesses to a lot of crimes, too, yes? So, how can a good criminal keep a
fencepost quiet? Maybe by harboring an extreme prejudice to squirrels. But the big time crooks can’t get
involved with varmint control, so their kids all grow up with this shared childhood of spending an hour or
two each day going after squirrels with slingshots and BB guns, which then results in a completely different
kind of street warfare once they come of age. Well, if they go criminal.
So, with the haunted library anthology, just immediately dismiss your first four or five ideas, since those are
the ones everyone else is also having. Range out farther. What if there’s a Mandela bug rewriting history via
infesting libraries? It’s insidious and under the radar, but when it really gets weird is when it impacts one
patron’s life: her own past is changing behind her, in small ways that are having dangerous effects. So she
has to go to war against these bugs, only, she finds out that there’s these ticks as well, that can latch onto
you and drink your memories. And she finds a nest of these ticks, and falls in, bursts a lot of them, gets that
tacky memory juice into her mouth and then “knows” the way the past actually is … at which point she
understands that the Mandela bugs aren’t evil, they’re making the world a livable place. So she chooses to
live with the horror, which, to me, is some of the scariest horror, in that rationalizing violence is a slippery
slippery slope. But, the only reason you’re standing on it, and maybe standing in that TOC as well, is that you
didn’t consider the evil nails story, or the fencer who fell in love with the fencepost, or the Jacky Handy fence
post. None of which are even stories. But Mandela bugs, that’s kind of a story. And nobody else is going to
write anything even close to that.
Christopher Pulo of Gypsum Sound Tales has the last word this issue. A
high school science teacher from Sydney, Australia, Pulo has always
enjoyed writing pieces of speculative fiction in his spare time. He is an
avid reader of horror fiction (most likely the result of having been
exposed to the numerous works of Stephen King at a young age) and
relishes in putting pen to paper. He and his team of five run Gypsum
Sound Tales, and he is editor-in-chief for Colp and Thuggish Itch. He
currently resides in Sydney’s northern beaches with his wife and two dogs
(one of whom is his greatest critic).
Q: Please share the good, the bad, and the ugly you face as a working
anthologist producing unique collections of horror and speculative fiction.
A: GOOD – A story that makes us want to keep turning the page.
BAD – Manuscripts that aren’t formatted appropriately.
Christopher Pulo

UGLY – Sending a writer their third rejection E-mail.

Why are good stories rejected?
We’ve had to reject a lot of good stories. Sometimes, they just don’t fit the theme well enough; other times
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they will contain libelous comments that the author may not be willing to remove. It’s always difficult as you
know that those good stories are going to end up in a laptop folder somewhere where no one can read them.
Rejection sucks, and, as writers, we know that it can be difficult for people to receive these E-mails.
Why are stories accepted?
Short stories need to grab our attention from the first or second paragraph. Having a solid beginning helps
ensure that your story gets noticed and moves to the top of the pile. Short stories should feel like short
stories, like a scene or two from a film, not like part of a larger novel that you couldn’t finish. Formatting
your manuscript correctly always helps, too. Oh, and not just writing “read my story” in your introductory Email.
How do you search through submissions to fulfill your vision of what the anthology could be?
We have an idea in our minds about what we want for each new collection. We try to keep the topics broad
to allow for our writers to have the maximum amount of flexibility. Sometimes it backfires though. We had a
collection earlier in the year entitled Sky’s The Limit. Our intention was to publish stories that had
something to do with the sky but at least half the submissions we received were from writers who had taken
the statement figuratively rather than literally, sending through works of the “anything is possible” variety.
We also offer two different publications at the same time. The first, Colp, is open genre, and we accept any
kind of story for it, whether it be adventure, romance, or sci-fi. The second, Thuggish Itch, is pure sci-fi and
horror. We feel that this maximizes the opportunities for all writers.
Attribution: Thanks to Stephen Graham Jones and Christopher Pulo for appearing this month.
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Grave Fascination
By HWAWeb | March 2019

Loren Rhoads

Guest Column: Five Historical Cemeteries in Manila
Yvette Tan
One of the easiest ways of learning about a place is to ask its dead. Cemeteries are more than just places of
eternal rest; they can be a guide to an area’s historic past. Manila, the capital of the Philippines, was
founded by Spanish conquistadors Miguel Lopez de Legazpi in 1571. It isn’t old by world standards, but
it’s got a lot of cemeteries in it, and even though the popular quote says, “dead men tell no tales,” you’ll find
that if you dig hard enough, the dead can be quite chatty. Here are five historical cemeteries in Manila, and
some of the stories behind their most famous residents.
Paco Park
Paco Park is a charming little pocket of green hidden in the middle of the bustling and congested Paco
district in Manila. The circular park, cut off from the rest of the city by high stone walls, is a popular site for
outdoor classical music concerts, wedding receptions, and family picnics. It also used to be a cemetery.
The Cementerio General de Dilao was built by Dominican friars in 1822, although it had been in use for at
least two years before that. The cemetery housed the remains of the wealthy of the era, when the Philippines
was a colony of Spain. The walls are actually hollow and served as niches, and when there were more bodies
than burial places, a second round wall was built outside to house more of the dead. Philippine National
Hero Jose Rizal was first buried there (his grave has been moved to the nearby Rizal Park), as were Catholic
priests Jose Burgos, Mariano Gomes, and Jacinto Zamora who were accused of inciting mutiny against
the Spanish government.
Interment stopped in 1922, and the cemetery was converted into a park in 1966. Many of the bodies were
taken away when the cemetery was transformed into a park, but if you look closely at the crumbling walls,
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you’ll notice that some were left behind.
Manila North Cemetery
Originally part of the bigger La Loma Cemetery, the Cemeterio del Norte was built in 1904 and was reserved
for Catholic burials only. Like many cemeteries, it was a site of Japanese atrocities during World War II,
where over 2000 civilians were killed in 1944.
Because it is one of Manila’s oldest cemeteries, and because it was used to house the remains of the rich, a
visit to the North Cemetery can also mean an architectural tour of the past, with many mausoleums
reflecting what was in vogue at the time they were built. Parts of the cemetery look more like than a gated
community than a necropolis. The cemetery is the final resting place of many historical figures, including exPresident Manuel Quezon, who is buried beside his dog. There are also group plots, which include the
Jewish Cemetery and Masonic burial grounds.
The Manila North Cemetery is perhaps the most recognized Philippine cemetery internationally, mostly
because of the many articles and documentaries about the thriving community of marginalized people who
have started living above the graves.
Heroes Cemetery
Libingan ng mga Bayani (LNMB), or Heroes Cemetery, was established in 1947 as the Republic Memorial
Cemetery for Filipino military personnel who served during WWII. The name change happened in 1948,
when a law was signed “Providing for the Construction of a National Pantheon for Presidents of the
Philippines, National Heroes, and Patriots of the Country.” It is now the final resting place for national
heroes, national scientists, national artists, and Philippine Presidents.
Its most controversial resident is the late dictator Ferdinand Marcos, who was buried there in 2016 in a
secret ceremony. Marcos died in 1989 and was refused burial in LNMB because of his crimes. Until his
sudden burial, which has been described as “like a thief in the night,” his body had been on display in a crypt
in his hometown.
Manila Chinese Cemetery
The Manila Chinese Cemetery is the second oldest cemetery in Manila. It was built as the final resting place
of Filipinos of Chinese descent who were denied burial in Catholic cemeteries during the Spanish colonial
period. The cemetery is filled with mausoleums that showcase Chinese architecture. The oldest Chinese
temple in Manila, built in the 1850s, can be found here. The cemetery was also the site of many atrocities
during WWII, one of the most jarring being the mass execution of Chinese Filipino leaders, one of the first
things the Japanese did when they occupied Manila.
Famous occupants include Ma Mon Luk, a restaurateur who started out as a noodle vendor who
popularized mami, noodle soup, in the country and WWII Brigadier General Vicente Lim. There is also a
memorial to Don Carlos Palanca, a businessman and literary advocate (the Philippines’ most prestigious
literary prize bears his name) whose efforts helped bring the cemetery into existence.
This writer’s maternal grandparents and great-grandmother are buried in this cemetery.
Manila American Cemetery and Memorial
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The Manila American Cemetery and Memorial was
established in 1948 and is maintained by the American
Battle Monuments Commission. It has the largest number
of graves (17,206) of any U.S. military personnel killed in
WWII. Many of the interred were killed in New Guinea, in
the Battle of the Philippines, or during the Allied recapture
of the Philippines. The cemetery is also the final resting
place of Filipino and allied soldiers who died during the
Second World War. Ensign Hank Ptacek, the uncle of
Newsletter Editor Kathryn Ptacek, was a naval pilot shot
down over the Pacific during WWII, and his name is on a
marker, along with hundreds of others, in this memorial.

There are 23 Medal of Honor recipients buried or memorialized in the American Cemetery. There is also a
memorial to the five Sullivan brothers who died when the USS Juneau sunk in 1942, and one dedicated to the
“Battling Bastards of Bataan,” American soldiers who died in Camp O’Donnell, the first prison camp for
those who survived the
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Haunted Travels
By HWAWeb | March 2019

Bonnie
Springs Ranch
Rena Mason
Las Vegas, Nevada – November 2005
Several weeks ago, I was saddened by a friend’s post I’d read regarding the closing of the Bonnie Springs
Ranch in Las Vegas, Nevada.

The Ranch was built in 1843 as a stop for wagon trains heading to California. It is a 63-acre area that sits at
the bottom of Red Rock Canyon National Park and includes a Western mining town with a small hotel, a
saloon, shops, and even a petting zoo. It will always hold a special place in my heart, because in 2005 my
oldest son had a report to do on the history of Nevada mining, so I decided to take both my boys, who were
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ten and seven at the time, to Bonnie Springs Ranch for the full experience.

We began our journey at the parking lot, where we, along with other visitors, boarded a small train for a
short ride through desert scrub into “town.” Once there on Main Street, we were transported back in time.
Employees were friendly and dressed in period clothing. Our main interest was the historical mining aspects,
but we stopped and checked out the shops, then stayed for the public hanging and gun showdown on Main
Street as well. Shows were included with the minimal ticket price.

There was a miner’s dwelling carved out of the rock with a small entryway. We didn’t poke our heads inside
to look around but had read that some of the miners excavated the rock to keep cool during the hot desert
days in Nevada.
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While meandering through the buildings, I couldn’t help feeling an overwhelming sense of sadness, and, for
anyone who knows me, that emotion is one I don’t often feel, thankfully. Even my boys knew something was
different, because I kept hugging them during our tour, which they didn’t particularly care for in public.

After several hours walking around, we grabbed a bite to eat, then left immediately after the shows. I felt
better as soon as we got to the car and drove away. It was a fun day with my boys, despite that awful sense
of gloom that seemed to follow me through the place.
My trip there with my boys took place nearly five years before I began my writing career, and about a
decade before I would learn that Bonnie Springs Ranch is haunted.
In 2015, I became Event Co-Chair for the first-ever StokerCon™ to be held in Las Vegas at the Flamingo
Hotel.
I thought it would be great to have locals at the event, so I wrote a popular paranormal team there and asked
if they’d like to do a presentation on paranormal investigations at StokerCon. This is how I met Brian Purdy
of the Elite Vegas Paranormal Society and came to learn about the haunted history of Bonnie Springs Ranch.
His team did many paranormal investigations there, inviting visitors to join them, but one of the most
memorable was aired on the show GHOST ADVENTURES on the History Channel.
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Many are said to haunt Bonnie Springs, from a young school girl, to cowboys, and even a priest, with the
darkest entity, possibly an elemental, haunting the old opera house. But in my limited experience, I found the
sadness and loneliness I’d felt, perhaps left behind by the miners, the most disturbing.
Where will these restless spirits go when the place is turned into a large hotel, gambling hall, with an events
center, and residential housing? I don’t know, but I’ll wait to hear reports from those who “bought in” to the
destruction of a ghost town said to be one of the most haunted places in Nevada. Because of the intense
sadness I felt, you couldn’t give me a house there that I’d live in.
Be sure and come back to read next month’s column where I’ll be trading with Loren Rhoads’ “Grave
Fascination” column again to reminisce about my visit to the St. Louis Cemetery No. 1 in New Orleans. I’m
sure her Haunted Travels article will be just as chilling.
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Entombed by My Long Boxes
By HWAWeb | March 2019

Clive Barker’s Nightmare Phantasmagoria
Joe Borrelli

A hale and hearty salutations to all my regular readers that survived this brutal polar vortex. It’s rough
weather out there, so it’s the perfect time to curl up next to a glowing crematorium furnace with a cup of
cocoa and a stack of comic books. This month, we’re looking at the prolific comic legacy of horror/dark
fantasy icon Clive Barker.

Barker’s stunning creativity and visual sensibilities are a natural fit for the comic book medium, where you
are only limited by your imagination. As the creator said of the medium:
“I think the two major narrative impulses which brought me to the way I write were comics and movies, no
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doubt about that. I do love sensation in narrative, I do love the hook and the twist and the sudden eruptions
of tone. You can move from high comedy to low comedy to black violence within a panel in a comic, and the
best comics do just that, and that’s true of movies, too.”
As befitting an artist prone to experimentation, Barker first broke into the comic medium through Marvel
Comic‘s short-lived Epic line. Created by publisher Jim Shooter, Epic Comics published creator-owned
series that were often darker and more explicit than Marvel’s typical fare. They had licensed many of
Barker’s successful properties, including Hellraiser, Night Breed, Weave World, and several short stories
from The Books of Blood. Barker didn’t author the stories set in his universe, but he was given author
approval.

In 1993, Marvel Comics created their Razorline imprint for Clive Barker to create a series of interconnected
superheroes. It published four series, Ectokid, Hokum & Hex, Saint Sinner, and Hyperkind. The imprint
lasted only two years, but it was a fascinating showcase of Barker’s style and aesthetic in a superhero
setting:
“I wanted to do a superhero comic, something which would be my take on what superheroes were going to
be like in the ’90s … Hyperkind fell into that category. I wanted to do something that was magical and
mystical in the way that Doctor Strange was and still is. Doctor Strange was one of my favourite comics from
when I was a kid. So I suppose Hokum & Hex is my take on that. Ectokid, which is perhaps the second
weirdest of the bunch, is a kind of dream story for the 15-year-old that’s still alive to me— the tale of an
adolescent who lives in two worlds and has access to a whole other sphere of reality. And Saint Sinner is just
a wild one, the series which hopefully will press the limits of what comics can do.”
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For much of the late ’90s and early 2000s, Barker hadn’t seen a lot of comic book work, though he was
working in the video game industry on a fantastic first-person shooter called Undying. In 2005, IDW Comics
published an adaption of Barker’s YA book The Thief of Always. Adapted by Kris Oprisko and with stunning
artwork by Gabriel Hernandez, this adaption is one of the comic book interpretations of Barker’s work.

Barker’s work has seen an influx of interest lately after Boom Studios released a fantastic 20-issue Hellraiser
series. Barker had his hand in this interpretation, which reunited Kirsty from the original film with the
Cenobites as readers follow her on a journey to confront Pinhead himself!
Barker seems satisfied with Boom Studio’s take on his iconic creations. In a 2015 interview, he expressed
pleasure at Pinhead’s later adventures:
“The [Hellraiser] comic books have been in many cases rather brilliant and actually really taken the
mythology to new and interesting places, so I’m very proud of the comic books in a way that I’m not really
proud of the many sequels to the movie …
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“I’ve been, I’d like to say, a major part of the comic book creation, but I think that’s pretentious of me. I
think in a way the comics have to tell their own tales through the people who write and paint them.”
Aside from the incredible storylines, the series was notable for its cover art by classic ’90s gothic artist Tim
Bradstreet. The books are really extraordinary and a must-own for any Hellraiser enthusiast!

That’s it for this month’s “Entombed by My Long Boxes.” Stay spooky, be sure to open any mysterious puzzle
boxes you find, and keep reading for another 30 days!
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Watchung’s Horror Watch
By HWAWeb | March 2019

Interpreted By
Naching T. Kassa
Greetings, HWA faithful, and welcome to the Horror Watch! Watchung is elated! Someone recommended
PUMPKINS FROM PLANET P 2 to a distributor in Sandusky, OH! They’re going to show the film in Bronco
Bob’s Theater and Burger Bar on April 1! It’s a one-night engagement at 12 a.m., and Watchung will raffle
off some movie memorabilia during intermission. Just think, you could be the proud owner of Peter
Pumpkineater’s first rubber suit (please, please, we need to get rid of it) or the crumbs from his corned beef
sandwich, or his rubber suit, (I’m not kidding this thing has been sitting around the house for two months
now, and it’s scaring my dog) or Tina Calabasa’s unused script, or the rubber pumpkin suit (the dog kept
barking at it and I had to put it in the bathtub. Now, it grins at me while I’m on the toilet. Please, please take
this thing. I’ll pay you real money).
While Watchung thinks about what else he can raffle and I wrestle the rubber suit of doom, let’s see what
he’s found for us this month.
TELEVISION
The CW has renewed SUPERNATURAL for a fifteenth season! Look for Sam and Dean this October.
THE WALKING DEAD has suffered another loss. Danai Gurira (BLACK PANTHER), who portrays Michonne,
is leaving the show. Season 10 will be her last. She’s slated for a handful of episodes.
A television series based on Joe Hill‘s NOS4A2 will premiere this summer on AMC. It will consist of ten
episodes and stars Ashleigh Cummings as Vic McQueen. Vic’s talent is finding lost things. When her son is
abducted by the evil Charlie Manx (Zachary Quinto) and taken to the horrific world known as
Christmasland, she must find him and get him back.
Now, on to movies!
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MOVIES
Watchung is disappointed. There are only two horror movie releases this month! Good thing he made PFPP
2, or there’d be nothing to watch!
THEATRICAL RELEASES
US—Friday, March 22, Rated R. Jordan Peele‘s second outing as director involves a family who encounter
their own doppelgangers.
COMING ATTRACTIONS
Stephen King’s DR. SLEEP will premiere on November 8 of this year. Ewan McGregor stars as an adult
Danny Torrance, and Kyliegh Curran stars as Abra Stone, a young girl with the shining.
PUMPKINS FROM PLANET P 2 will appear in Bronco Bob’s Theater and Burger Bar in Sandusky, Ohio, on
April 1. One night only!
DVDS
THE FINAL WISH—Tuesday, March 19, Not Rated. A lawyer finds a cursed urn which can grant wishes.
STREAMING
Leonardo DiCaprio and Martin Scorsese will executive produce a series based on the book, Devil in the
White City, by Erik Larson. It chronicles the terrifying exploits of H.H. Holmes and will air on HULU.
The streaming format SHUDDER will produce a new TV version of the 1982 horror film CREEPSHOW
(originally directed by George Romero and written by Stephen King). The show is produced by THE
WALKING DEAD’S Greg Nicotero and will consist of six episodes. Segments of the series will include the
following authors and stories:
* “By the Silvery Waters of Lake Champlain” by Joe Hill
* “House of the Head” by Josh Malerman
* “The Companion” by Joe Lansdale
* “The Man in the Suitcase” by Christopher Buehlman
* “All Hallows Eve” by Bruce Jones
* “Night of the Paw” by John Esposito
* “Bad Wolf Down” by Rob Schrab
* “TBA” Story by Stephen King
NETFLIX, in conjunction with the BBC, will air a new DRACULA series. It will be written by Steven Moffat
and Mark Gatiss (writers of SHERLOCK and DR. WHO). The series will consist of three 90-minute episodes.
VIDEO GAMES
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DEVIL MAY CRY 5 will be released on March 8. Solve the mystery of strange demon attacks and hunt the
creatures down as Dante, Nero, or the mysterious “V.” The game will be available on PC, PS4, and Xbox One
formats.

That’s it for this edition of Watchung’s Horror Watch. Our favorite demonic pumpkin would like to remind
you of two things. First, no entertainment, not even video games, could exist without writers. And, second, if
there’s horror news out there, Watchung is watching!

Special thanks to the following Web sites: wheresthejump.com, dreadcentral.com, bloodydisgusting.com,
ihorror.com, thisishorror.co.uk, dvdreleasedates.com, promotehorror.com, dailydead.com,
horrorfreaknews.com, collider.com, joblo.com, nerdmuch.com, imdb.com, gamespot.com,
telegraph.co.uk/gaming, gameranx.com, horrornews.net, usgamer.net, and wikipedia.com.
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It’s a Strange, Strange World
By HWAWeb | March 2019

JG Faherty

Stop Making Fun of Ancient Alien Conspiracies!
You’ve seen the show. How can you miss it, on the History Channel or its sister stations? Sometimes it seems
like it’s not always on, it’s always been on. ANCIENT ALIENS. 13 seasons, 15 episodes per season. Do the
math (I’m too lazy). And that’s not counting specials.
You know the faces. David Childress. Jonathan Young. David Wilcock. Linda Moulton Howe. The grand
patron saint of alien theories, Erich von Däniken. And possibly the most-memed person on the Internet,
Giorgio Tsoukalos (“Aliens!”).
And through it all, you’ve probably laughed and shaken your head as everything from vampires to Atlantis to
the pyramids of Egypt and Latin America are attributed to aliens butting into the business of early human
civilizations.
“Conspiracy goofballs!” you cry with glee, as you compare Giorgio’s towering mane from 2009 to the one
from 2018. (Does it seem as if his forehead is growing? Perhaps he’s descended from the Peruvian coneheaded alien hybrids!) Like the idea of conspiracy theories, and alien theories in particular, is so strange.
The fact is, it’s nothing new.
Humans have been creating conspiracy theories ever since some ancient Neanderthal first got suspicious
that his neighbor was conspiring with the Homo sapiens down the path to steal his idea for a rolling disk.
Don’t believe me? Believe the evidence:
The bible has more than 30 references to alien encounters.
There are dozens of alien encounters mentioned in the Vedic – Hindu scriptures, particularly the Bhagavat
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Purana.
Carvings from ancient Mesopotamia and Sumeria depict strange beings in space suits and reptilian-human
hybrids. And in The Epic of Gilgamesh, there is mention of strange scorpion-people.
The Incas, Aztecs, and Mayans all wrote about beings from space that came to Earth.
Even in early modern times, some of the greatest minds of science and literature expounded on alien
theories:
In Kepler’s Somnium, he talks about beings that live within the moon.
And shining luminaries such as Winston Churchill, Stephen Hawking, and Demi Lovato all believed (or
believe, in Demi’s case!) that alien life exists and quite possible we’ve been visited.
The evidence is there, and for thousands of years these brave theorists have been trying to open our eyes.
Machu Picchu. The Annunaki. The Egyptian hieroglyphics that bear an astounding resemblance to laser
weapons and light bulbs.
Gods emerging from the sky on flying vehicles. Great battles fought in the heavens above. All inscribed,
written, carved, or painted for posterity by people brave enough to stand against conventional wisdom and
shout “They are among us!”
For, if you really think about it, weren’t those ancient scrolls, texts, and carvings simply the equivalent of
today’s History Channel? A modern form of media being utilized to spread knowledge that all is not as it
seems, that we shouldn’t trust the government or the religious hierarchy.
Because they are in league with the extraterrestrials.
Say what you will, but these ideas simply cannot be ignored. Taken one by one, it’s easy to refute them. But
as a whole …
Let’s just say, I’m keeping an open mind.
Until next time … stay weird!
———————————
Stay informed on all my demented ramblings … http://www.facebook.com/jgfaherty, jgfahertyblog.blogspot.com, and http://www.twitter.com/jgfaherty.
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In The Spooklight
By HWAWeb | March 2019

Michael Arruda
STEPHANIE (2017), a horror film about a little girl facing an unknown horrific threat all by her lonesome,
almost works.
Almost.
What stops this flick from ultimately succeeding is a lack of courage on the part of the filmmakers to take
this story to the deepest dark places it should have gone. Instead, we have a plot tweak midway through that
changes everything, and the film is worse off for it.
When STEPHANIE opens, young Stephanie (Shree
Crooks) is home alone, occupying herself with her
imaginary stuffed animal friends, getting into mischief as
any child would do left to their own devices. She attempts
among other things to cook and clean on her own, running
afoul of everyday threats like broken glass on the floor
while walking barefoot. You’ll wince even before the
supernatural elements are introduced. Just why she’s by
herself we’re not exactly sure, although there seems to
have been some sort of apocalyptic incident that has wiped
out, at the very least, the population around her.

One night, as she brushes her teeth and plays in front of the bathroom mirror, she hears a strange noise
coming from the darkness. She knows what it is. Evidently, there is some sort of “monster” which enters her
house at times, and to escape, she has to hide and remain silent. She hears the monster foraging throughout
the house, growling and sniffing for prey, and then it leaves.
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Adding to the mystery there’s also a dead body in her house, Stephanie’s brother, who seems to have
succumbed to whatever malady wiped out everyone else. Stephanie, it appears, is immune. But then one day,
Stephanie’s parents return, and while she is overjoyed to see them, she suddenly wonders why they left her
alone in the first place.
And it’s at this point in the movie where the plot changes, and from here on in, things just don’t work as well
because the story enters territory we’ve all seen before, and any innovative freshness the film possessed
earlier disappears.
Which is too bad because the first half of STEPHANIE is really, really good, and the biggest reason why is
the performance by young actress Shree Crooks as Stephanie. I hesitate to give such high praise to such a
young actress, but she’s so good here she’s nearly mesmerizing. Early on, when she has the run of the house,
she’s fun to watch, and later when the monster invades, you share in Stephanie’s terror. Crooks does fear
really well.
So, early on the story had me hooked. I wanted to know why Stephanie was alone and just what kind of
monster kept breaking into her house. And I cared enough about young Stephanie that I was ready to watch
a film about just one little girl on her own having to square off against a monstrous threat.
But ultimately this isn’t the story STEPHANIE has to tell. Her parents arrive home, and the inevitable plot
twist isn’t up to snuff and only serves to steer the story into familiar territory, which is far less satisfying
than what had come before it. Unfortunately, when all is said and done, STEPHANIE ends up being just a
standard horror movie.
Frank Grillo and Anna Torv [recently of Netflix’s MINDHUNTER (2017-19)] play Stephanie’s parents, and
while there’s nothing wrong with their performances, they unfortunately appear in the film’s inferior second
half.
The screenplay by Ben Collins and Luke Piotrowski tells two different stories, and I enjoyed the first story
much better than the second. The first half of the story with Stephanie home alone works so well I was really
looking forward to seeing how she was going to deal with the monster in her house, but that confrontation
never happens.
Director Akiva Goldsman sets up some suspenseful scenes early on, especially when the monster invades
the house. Goldsman also deserves plenty of credit for capturing such a powerful performance from such a
young performer. Shree Crooks completely carries the first half of the movie all by her lonesome.
Later, when the story pivots, the scares are much more standard, the results more predictable.
STEPHANIE did not have a theatrical release and was instead marketed straight to video on demand. I saw it
on Netflix.
As it stands, it’s not a bad horror movie, but based on the way it started, it had the potential to be something
very special, if only the initial story had been allowed to develop.
In spite of this, Shree Crooks delivers the performance of the movie. She’s terrific throughout, and she’s the
main reason to see STEPHANIE.
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HWA Market Report #282
By HWAWeb | March 2019

Kathryn Ptacek
ANTHOLOGY ROW
The Best Horror of the Year—PMB 391, 511 Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY 10011-8436. Editor:
Ellen Datlow. “I edit The Best Horror of the Year for Night Shade Books and am currently reading for the
twelfth volume, covering material published in 2019.”
“I am looking for stories and poetry from all branches of horror: supernatural, uncanny, sf horror,
psychological, dark crime, terror tales, or anything else that might qualify. This is an all reprint anthology, so
I’ll only consider material published in 2019. Authors, please confirm that your publishers are sending me
review copies. If a book or magazine is coming out after my deadline, I’ll look at galleys or manuscripts. DO
NOT WAIT UNTIL THE LAST MINUTE. The only excuse is if you’re a foreign publisher and shipping
everything at one time saves postage. If you want your work to get a fair read, do not do this. I do not have
time to carefully read a year’s worth of magazine issues and 10-20 original anthologies in two weeks.”
“I’ll look at e-versions of anthos and collections only if they’re navigable and have running heads. Otherwise,
they won’t be read. I always prefer print, if available.”
“Authors can query as to whether I have/need your collection or an anthology/magazine in which
you have a story at [E-mail address below].”
“My summation of ‘the year in horror’ in the front of every volume includes novels, anthologies, collections,
chapbooks, nf, poetry, art books, and ‘odds and ends’—material that doesn’t fit elsewhere but that might
interest horror readers. But I must be aware of this material in order to mention it.
“*** I regularly cover many magazines/webzines that publish horror (Black Static, Cemetery Dance, F&SF,
The Dark, Nightmare, crime digests, and webzines such as Horrorzine, Uncanny, Apex, etc.—when their
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publishers send me the material).”
“Please ask your publisher to send the entire magazine or book—unless the venue doesn’t regularly publish
horror. In that case, you can send me a Word file of your story. For online publications, E-mail individual
word DOC files—not PDF files—including on the manuscript where the story has been published.”
“If I choose a story you will be informed. Otherwise, you will not hear back.”
[E-mail: datlow@yahoo.com; http://www.datlow.com]. Deadline: December 1, 2019.

Borderlands 7—Borderlands Press, PO Box 61, Benson MD 21019. Editor: Olivia F. Monteleone. UPDATE
OF AN UPDATE!
KP Note: A year or so ago, I asked publisher Thomas Monteleone for more details about what they want.
Also, note the deadline extension. “We do not want any familiar horror/dark fantasy/weird settings,
situations, or tropes like ghosts, vampires, zombies, etc. We want writers to stretch and show us something
we have never read before. Bentley Little’s ‘The Pounding Room’ or Platt’s ‘All Hands’ or Braunbeck’s ‘Rami
Temporales’ are good examples of a Borderlands story.”
“We are seeing too many tired, familiar, and predictable plots and characters. I can’t be more specific than
that.”
And here is yet another update from Publisher Monteleone: “Despite getting many hundreds of submissions,
we still have not encountered enough fiction that reflects the type of stories that define what the
Borderlands series is all about. The previous two volumes both won Bram Stoker Awards™, and we want
Volume 7 to be equally as strong. That’s two years’ worth of reading, and we are still looking to fill almost
half the pages. Simultaneous subs are fine—life’s too short to wait on us. The only caveat: if you’ve never
read a Borderlands anthology, your chances of selling us your work is pretty slim.”
And here are the rest of the guidelines.
“We are back! Sooner than you expected? Definitely. Sooner than you could have ever imagined? Probably.”
“After the positive feedback from Borderlands 6, we’ve decided to do it again … except this time there’s been
a shift in leadership and I’ve been passed the proverbial torch. Man, I am excited and you should be
too—things are about to get even weirder.”
“For Borderlands 7 I’m looking for pretty much the same kinds of fiction: no clichés, nothing familiar. I don’t
want to see vampires, killer plants, shrinking humans, werewolves, trolls, goblins, ghouls, once-upon-a-times,
zombies, ghosts, found footage, etc. If you have a story in your arsenal and you wonder if hmm … this one
might fall into one of the above tropes, it probably does. So just don’t send. Work out something else and
send it in! And if you’ve never read a Borderlands anthology, I don’t think you have a chance of selling a
story to me.”
“Not into writing, but into weird?”
“I’m looking for cover art. As far as the visual art goes I don’t want anything I listed above to be represented.
Other than that I’m very open to different styles. Send samples from your portfolio and we can collaborate,
OR send a piece you think would fit the anthology. Artwork deadline is [Check with editor].”
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“Editing Volume 6 was a great experience; I am thrilled to commence work on Volume 7. The stories in
Borderlands 6 were AMAZING in their variety and originality, and that’s the caliber of story I am looking for
… and I can’t say this enough: before submitting, pick up a previous volume to get a sense of what the series
is all about. Please do not let a past rejection stop you from submitting. Never been published? Submit. Been
published for forty years? Submit. Write a good story. Scare yourself. Make your s/o’s wonder who their
partner is. Confuse your friends. Make sure I don’t sleep at night because I can’t get your story out of my
head.”
“I want all of your stories in my hands by [the deadline below]. Hard copies ONLY.”
Deadline: “Extended until we get enough great stories.”
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Advertisements
By HWAWeb | March 2019
Odyssey Workshops
PublishDrive Public Speaking for Indie Authors Webinar
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Welcome to the HWA
By HWAWeb | March 2019

James Chambers
The HWA extends a warm welcome to the following new and returning members who have joined in the past
month. For any questions about membership, please contact membership@horror.org.
Amy Lukavics
Active
a.lukavics@gmail.com
Joshua Demarest
Associate
josh@gallowshillmagazine.com
Cathryn Martin
Supporting
cathrynm7501@gmail.com
Nicole Willson
Supporting
Nwillson@gmail.com
Ronald Murray
Affiliate
ronaldjmurray9@gmail.com
Christopher Rush
Affiliate
chrisrush101@gmail.com
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Luciano Marano
Affiliate
lucianomarano11@gmail.com
Shannon Lawrence
Affiliate
thewarriormuse@gmail.com
Randee Dawn Kestenbaum
Affiliate
randee@gmail.com
Samantha Lee
Active
samalaga@hotmail.com
Carole Mongin
Supporting
carolebulewski@hotmail.com
Richard Schiver
Supporting
shiverx@atlanticbb.net
Vince Churchill
Supporting
Horrorscifi13@gmail.com
James Parsons
Supporting
james.e.parsons@hotmail.co.uk
Karen Wyman
Active
karyejames@gmail.com
Steven Kirsh
Academic
kirsh@geneseo.edu
Brian Guilfoyle
Supporting
secludedarea@yahoo.com
Matthew Quinn
Affiliate
mquinn1984@gmail.com
Jasper Holt
Active
dewittjasper2@gmail.com
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A Not-So-Final Note from the Editor
By HWAWeb | March 2019

Kathryn Ptacek
Well, I could say it was the winter of our discontent, but I believe someone already beat me to the punch by
several hundred years. Darn you, Bill S! Anyway, let me just say, it’s winter. More winter. Still winter.
Winter, winter, winter! It’s snowing as I’m typing this. Or maybe it’s progressed to the freezing rain part of
the program. Hard to say. Ice and snow, snow and ice. Blah blah blah. In a few months, I’ll be complaining
about the heat and humidity! Why not? That’s what writers do, right? Complain about stuff, any stuff, all
stuff! And especially we complain about the weather. But soon spring will be here, and then will come the
monsoon-y rain. Hahahaha. When will it be autumn again? Bring on those changing leaves and crisp blue
skies and demonically cute pumpkins!
So, while we’re muttering about the weather and all that it brings (more ice to melt to flood the basement?
Fantastic!), let’s do something practical. Let’s do something positive. Let’s DO something! And what would
that be? I heard a chorus of voices from out there, or perhaps it’s just some peepers practicing for the advent
of spring. I have no idea! I’m just typing this stuff as it pops into my head! Scary, huh?
How about you give yourself a writing challenge. It’s DO-able! I know because at the beginning of February
(the 57th month of winter, it seems), I decided that each day for the first ten days, I would start a new short
story. It didn’t have to be fleshed out; I didn’t have to know where I was going (I rarely know what direction
I’m heading when I sit down to write a short story. I just fold up the plot map, stick it in my trusty rucksack,
and start heading off into the grand countryside of writing! Look out for the avalanche of adverbs! Duck
under those dangling participles! Oh, my God, it’s the bog of verbosity! Anyway, it’s perilous out there in the
literary landscape! Wear your galoshes and bring lots of bug spray!). Where was I? Oh, yeah, so I decided I
could write a few lines or a few pages; it didn’t matter how much I wrote; I just had to get something “down
on paper.” And I did. Ten different story beginnings … One of them came out to about five pages. As it
happens, I did this self-challenge for the first time a few years ago, and also did ten different story
beginnings. Afterward, I looked them over to see if they needed to wrap up the fish, and some I still liked and
some made me wonder what I was thinking, and some I fleshed out into stories that I then submitted and
sold. Win-win, right? I hope to do that this time with these beginnings. We’ll see. For one wild moment, as I
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was working on the tenth story beginning, I thought, hey, I could keep doing this … I could keep writing
story beginnings for the entire month of February … and then I would have 28 possible stories! But I didn’t. I
chickened out. I am pretty sure I could have come up with the requisite number of story ideas … someone
once told me that I was like a popcorn popper, with ideas just exploding all over the place. I think he meant
it as a compliment. Hahahaha. Um, hmmm … Anyway, I think I might try this again. Maybe I’ll go for two
weeks … or maybe a month. You never know. (But, of course, you will, because I’ll be sure to tell you all
about it. Really.)
I hope you will push yourself with a writing challenge of some sort. Try a poem, even if you have never
written one. Write two poems! Or even three! Research an article! Start a novel! Just do something … and
that truly is the name of the game, and maybe, if you and I do these things, and push ourselves a bit more
each time, there’ll be a little less discontent. It will still be winter, but what the heck, right?
Next month is April, for those of you who are not calendar-challenged, and what does April mean here at
HWA Newsletter HQ? Why, it means, columnists switch columns with other folks, and mayhem and fun and
lots of laughter ensue. I’ve already got three sets of switcheroos set up … including the editorial. Why, yes,
there will be a new editorialist in town, and she will, no doubt, use fewer ellipses and exclamation marks and
less alliteration. Perhaps, I should have a chat with her first.
I’d write more—you know I could—but it’s past time for dinner, and the only light on in the house is here in
my office, and the cats are scratching at the door, and wait … what’s that sound? There’s someone or
something upstairs in the darkened house! Oh, wait, that’s me! I’m upstairs! Heh! Yes, time to feed the cats
and myself, in precisely that order. I hope I have left you with a few thoughts to chew on.
So, while you’re strapping on your snowshoes and thinking about challenges, don’t forget to send me stuff.
You know the drill by now. You can look back in previous issues for the lengthy (utterly exhaustive!) lists of
what I want and don’t want. (Don’t send me blog stuff. Nope. Nope. Nope.) Yes, the newsletter has archives
at the HWA Web site! What? Archives? Back issues? Wow! Yes, all those issues you missed are still there, so
there’s no excuse not to go back through them and catch up on the musings of your favorite newsletter
editor or columnist or see a progression of incredibly useful, informative, and entertaining articles over the
years. Do it! And please don’t forget to let the columnists and article writers know that you enjoy reading
their words; no one wants to operate in a vacuum, right? So, please E-mail them and tell them how much you
enjoyed the latest column or interview or whatnot.
If you decide to send me something, query me first at gilaqueen@att.net, or you can send me a private
message on Facebook. Do NOT query me in a post on my Facebook page or HWA’s page; I will delete it after
getting excessively grumpy and grousy and grrrrr-y about the whole thing.
And don’t forget to send photos of your book signings and readings and seminars and dictionary-tossing
contests and other writerly events.
The deadline for each issue is ALWAYS the 15th of each month, so send your news/photos/whatever early to
the proper person (Your local chapter! The calendar! Your fiendish item! Recent releases! There are so many
options!)—that is, BEFORE the 15th and not on that date or shortly after because that’s when the columnists
send me their stuff; they need YOUR stuff before the deadline! REMEMBER: This is all FREE promotion for
you and your work! Month after month of free promotion with no strings attached! FREE! FREE! FREE!
Take advantage of that!
Don’t forget that you can purchase a display ad or two or three … The prices are very reasonable. Ad sizes
are listed in the advertising link on the front page of the newsletter. Let other HWA members see what
you’re doing!
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As always, I would like to thank my intrepid proofreaders Dean Wild, Allie Yohn, Lori Gaudet, Marge Simon,
Joseph VanBuren, Naching Kassa, Marty Young, Anthony Ambrogio, Amanda Niehaus-Hard, Chad
McClendon, Morven Westfield, Greg Faherty, Walter Jarvie, Joel Jacobs, and Sheri White. And thanks to
mistress of the dark Donna K. Fitch for all her extremely hard work getting the newsletter put up at the
Web!
The deadline for the APRIL issue is Friday, March 15.
I cannot tell a lie. I like ellipses. Truly. You may have noticed I use one or two hundred of them per editorial.
Just think … I usually edit even more out before I do the final draft. Heh. Heh …
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